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•

Bridging the Unbridgeable: linguists, prescriptivists and the general
public - research group Leiden University Centre for Linguistics
(LUCL) @usageguides
•

Linguists “there can be no correctness apart from usage” (Fries in
McArthur 1992, 421)

•

Prescriptive tradition introduces evaluative judgements by
prescribing certain rules of usage and proscribing others —
problematic instances of usage: usage problems (data: singular vs.
plural; different to, from or than; they as a gender-neutral singular
pronoun; could of for could have)

•

General public (?)

http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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•

The standardisation process Milroy and Milroy 1985:
•

•

Selection - Diffusion - Maintenance - Elaboration of function Codification (normative grammars, dictionaries) - Prescription

Channels through which standardisation is promoted: usage guides
(print and online advice), education, the media (style guides), the
complaint tradition: “the form of complaint about so-called misuse of
language and linguistic decline, [which] has altered little since the
eighteenth century” (Milroy and Milroy 2002 [1985], vii)
Systematic study of:
•

usage guides: Hyper Usage Guide of English (HUGE) (2014)

•

linguistic complaints: the Complaint Tradition Corpus (Lukač
2016)
… and what does it tell us?
http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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The Hyper Usage Guide of English
- HUGE database
Usage guide:
“an integrative all-in-one reference work written for educated lay people
that bridges the traditional divide between a grammar and a
dictionary” (Busse and Schröder 2009, 72).
• the target readership are in Labovian terms “the linguistically insecure”
social climbers, who are not born into using the standard language, and
who are “shamed by their English” (Beal 2009, 42).
•

“In point of fact we have our eyes not on the foreigner,
but on the half-educated Englishman of literary
proclivities who wants to know Can I say so-&-so?,
What does this familiar phrase or word mean?, Is this
use English? (...) the kind of Englishman who has
idioms floating in his head in a jumbled state, & knows
it…”
(Henry Fowler’s correspondence with the OUP In
Burchfield 1991, 96)
http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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The Hyper Usage Guide of English
- HUGE database
HUGE database:
•

Goals: database of usage guides and usage problems (starting point
Mittins et al. 1970), several varieties of English, full-text entries,
literature on usage guides and usage problems

•

Content: usage guides, usage problems, secondary references, fulltext entries, people

•

Results: more than two hundred years of usage advice (1770-2010) in a
single reference library, 77 usage guides, 6,300 entries, 292
references, 123 usage problems

http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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The Hyper Usage Guide of English
- HUGE database
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The Hyper Usage Guide of English
- HUGE database
•

What’s the purpose?
When do usage problems begin or end?
Which usage problems persist? (the ‘core’ usage problems - ‘old chestnuts)
Differences in advice for different varieties of English?
Why do these things happen?
What is the role of usage guides?

•

Availability: YES http://huge.ullet.net

•

Available for research purposes. To obtain access fill in the form on our website:
http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com/hugedb/request-access-huge/

•

For more information on the creation of the database
check out the YouTube channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/usageguides

http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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Usage guides: developments of the genre
• The

structure
• Usage

guides developed out of usage advice in grammars, first
ones were not organised, later on alphabetically or topically ordered
• Today: entertaining (humorous, topical or not organised, have
general audiences and use anecdotal evidence) vs. serious usage
guides (serious use reference works, are ordered alphabetically,
they have specialised audiences, and use scientific evidence)
• Who

writes usage guides?
• Authors by occupation
• 20th

century - involvement of
linguists
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Usage guides: developments of the genre
Newer usage guides tend to discuss a
greater number of usage problems: more
usage problems are ‘discovered’ than
disappearing — grammatical issues don’t
easily go out of fashion
• Usage guide authors base themselves on
existing usage guides & grammars and their
own pet peeves
• Usage problems are mentioned even if to
point out that there are no longer problematic
•

http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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The life span of usage problems: hopefully
• The

use of hopefully as a sentence adverb to mean ‘it is to be hoped that’ (1) is
criticised on the grounds that hopefully can only mean ‘in a hopeful manner’ (2)

• (1)
• (2)

Hopefully, the rain will stop in time for the outdoor concert.
We hopefully waited for the winner of the competition to be announced.

• The

acceptance of hopefully by the American Heritage Dictionary Usage
Panel: 44% in 1969, 34% in 1999

•

When did prescriptivists start
commenting on hopefully?

•

Curzan (2014, 57): hopefully is a case
in point for prescriptivism affecting
(edited) written, but not spoken
language

http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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The Complaint Tradition Corpus
•

•

Traditional sources of public complaints: letters to the editor
Sir, One of the tasks set for pupils in this year's Key Stage 2 English SATs was
to write about, among other things, "the most fun activity". It is acceptable to
be asked to write about a "fun activity", in which "fun" is used as an adjunct
noun (like "beach" in "beach holiday", for instance). However, "the most fun
activity" treats "fun" as an adjective (which it is not) and "most" as its
determiner. This is clearly incorrect. Standards would indeed appear to be
falling, and not necessarily because of the performance of the pupils.
(The Times, 4 June 2008)
User-generated content on social media
— Blogs
I know language evolves... it has to and sometimes I embrace that, but I
simply cannot embrace or accept addicting. Such a horrible word and I see
it everywhere recently. A tear for the bastardization of our own language...
–Usage complaints in 140 characters or fewer:
Please will the presenters on BBC1 stop pronouncing AITCH as HAITCH. It's
driving me mad!!!
"Irregardless" is not a thing. Please stop. Just stop it.
http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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The Complaint Tradition Corpus
•

Complaints across genres:
letters to the editor (13,471 ws) — blog comments
(Grammar Girl’s Quick and Dirty Tips) (1,092,466 ws)—
online comments of language-related articles (New York
Times, The Guardian) (23,386 ws and counting)

•

Trends across time: when are certain usage problems
discussed, topics: which are the most popular usage
problems in the discussions, participants: who discusses
usage, genre differences: how is usage discussed,
prescriptive discourse: what (lexical) concepts are
related to the discourse of the complaint tradition
http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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The Complaint Tradition Corpus: letters to the
editor
•

Diachronic trends: greengrocer’s apostrophe in letters to the editor
(Lukač 2015)

•

Limitations: keyword search of the databases - precision and recall
(?)
http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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The Complaint Tradition Corpus: letters to the
editor
•

Systematic, manual data collection The Times (London)
2000-2010, language-related letters collected from 4 months of
each year

•

Topic trends: 58 topics in 100 letters

•

Sociolinguistic data: gender (83 M/16 F), social status (21
mentioned titles: Dr, teacher, Professor emeritus, lecturer, member
of the Spelling Society, Chairman of the Queen’s English Society) >
The Times’ readers social groups (well-educated, male, rooted in
the community), selection criteria of letter editors cater to certain
social groups (Wahl-Jorgensen 2002)

•

Prescriptive discourse: the majority of published letters expresses
prescriptive attitudes (63 prescriptive/22 neutral/15 advocating
language change)
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The Complaint Tradition Corpus: genre
differences
•

Genre differences (MDA): new & old genres
•

letters to the editor: general narrative exposition

•

blog and online article comments: informed
persuasion

•

Semantic analysis: positive and negative
evaluation associated with online genres
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Looking back & forward
• HUGE

— resource for linguistic research and the general

public
• users can expect to find detailed advice on many usage
problems in the English language, and will be able to
compare usage advice across guides, across time, and
across different varieties of English.
• in the future freely available to the public
• The

Complaint Tradition Corpus
• trends (or lack thereof) in public discussions on usage
• differences between traditional and new civic genres

http://bridgingtheunbridgeable.com
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